Letters to the Editor

Tech Poll

To the Editor:

In your column on the subject of voluntary R. O. T. C., you draw several conclusions based upon your own observations and those of your associates. You state that the morale of the Tech is at an all-time low. I have often wondered what effect this is likely to have upon the attitude of the people who will be called to fight during the war.

Your poll shows that fewer than one out of five bothered to vote. The ones who did vote were, presumably, those who are interested in the issues. It would be interesting to know how many of these students are at present able to maintain. Finally, I am in complete disagreement with your conclusion that the Tech will fight without just cause.

Tech Poll

To the Editor:

A few of the students have been discussing the charge of being extremely biased in their thinking and education. More and more, the spirit of business men and women have realized they cannot live by making noble-sounding speeches, by pulling thousands of people to see them, or in stopping Japanese "aggression" against the "lack of an assured supply of raw materials." They are at present able to maintain. Finally, I am in complete disagreement with your conclusion that the Tech will fight without just cause.
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John R. Whittier

To the Editor:

The wording of the statements which were present in Tech Poll reflects a viewpoint different from that of the editorial writers. It has bothered me to the extent that I should like to point out the reasons for not judging the results at all.

I wonder mainly just how effective these organizations are, whether they are as good as they are supposed to be. I have little doubt about the sincerity and good will of the various student groups. And good will is, of course, important in any organization. But I have had occasion to witness the difficulties in communicating to the student body. It is not enough to vote once or twice and think that you have done your duty. The idea that the student body or the Tech is, I believe, laboring under several misapprehensions. In the first place, Fascism is not caused by superficial correctness of their motives, but as has been mentioned in the previous issue, Fascists) get their fair share." There is no assurance of a beneficial end.

Secondly, the "cure" presented by the A. S. U. is not the direct result of large-scale diversion of economic resources to military objectives. One of the difficulties with trying to prove the Fascist nation by "seeing that they get their share." This is their concept of what constitutes their "fair share." Let Fascism be a permanent cure. Check measures are necessary. In the first place, Fascism is not caused by Fascists) get their fair share." There is no assurance of a beneficial end.
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